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An SJSU
Tradition:
Fire on the
Fountain
By Tanya Mutz
@Tmmutz
Fires will be ablaze, games will be played and
this year’s Homecoming king and queen will be
revealed on Tower Lawn tonight.
“Fire on the Fountain is the annual Homecoming rally where we celebrate being a Spartan and
the traditions of SJSU,” said Bradyn Blower, the
Associated Students event coordinator for Fire on
the Fountain.
According to Blower, the celebration takes
place today from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Tower Lawn
and will be the seventh annual Fire on the Fountain at SJSU.
“One of the main traditions of Fire on the
Fountain, is of course, the fire,” Blower said.
The first Fire on the Fountain began with a
bonfire-type pyrotechnic, but this year, A.S. has a
different plan in mind. Blower said the fire dancers from the previous year will continue and “we
also have a few other pyrotechnic tricks up our
sleeve.”
Brea Watts, the assistant marketing coordinator for A.S. said Fire on the Fountain “is like a live
carnival.” She said the free event features a fire
show, air dancers, vendors, booths, games and
prizes.
The fair, which consists of activities, food and
student entertainment will take place from 4 p.m.
to 8 p.m. The pep rally and fire show are from 8
p.m. to 9 p.m.
“The activities at Fire on the Fountain vary every year because the student organizations get to

SEE EVENT ON PAGE 2
COMMUNITY

Retailers restart
holiday hiring
By Jamie Ramirez
@jlreports
With the holiday shopping season starting in
less than a week, retailers are hiring now for both
temporary and part-time positions.
Store sales are expecting a 4.5 percent increase
because of holiday shopping, according to a recent report by Deloitte’s Retail and Distribution.
Deloitte is one of the world’s four largest auditing firms.
A four to 4.5 percent increase is about the
same as last year’s holiday sales, according to Deloitte.
“Looking for a job hasn’t been easy,” said Kim
Sanchez, a junior criminal justice major. “I’m
applying everywhere, even non-retail jobs, like
banks and state jobs.”
Sanchez said she was recently let go from her
previous retail job, which she wished not to name.
Sanchez said she believes the company is letting go of more veteran employees and cutting
back hours for existing employees, only to hire
new ones for cheaper holiday employment.
“It makes sense to pay a new person less money and give them minimum hours just so they
don’t have to give them benefits,” Sanchez said.
“But then people like me are either getting hours
cut or being let go so the company can make more
money.”
Retailers, such as Walmart, are hiring more
employees throughout the year, so the need for
holiday employees isn’t as great, according to the
company’s annual filings report from June.
However, Walmart is one of the top major
retailers with both brick-and-mortar and online

SEE EMPLOYMENT ON PAGE 2
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Daniel Harris-Lucas, senior public relations major, and Diana Busaka, senior occupational therapy major, are all smiles after
making this year’s homecoming court.

Nominees race for Homecoming honor
By Tanya Mutz
@Tmmutz
Homecoming — It’s something that
many students were introduced to in high
school, a process that involved an election
for a king and queen by popular vote and
was often transformed into a popularity
contest. However, as many of us matured
once we got to college, so did Homecoming.
“The overall concept of a Homecoming
king and queen is more ... to award someone that has shown that they have a lot
of dedication and involvement either on
campus or in the community,” said Brea
Watts, assistant marketing coordinator for
Associated Students.
In order to run for Homecoming king
or queen, certain qualifications must be

met and specific paperwork must be submitted.
According to Sasha Bassett, a senior
double major in behavioral science and sociology, who is running for Homecoming
queen, applicants had to submit a nomination, two letters of recommendation,
a personal statement, a resumé and every
mention of them in the news.
Even though a nomination is part of the
requirement, Watts said, “You can pretty
much nominate yourself or nominate
someone else as long as that person is a fulltime student, has at least a 2.5 GPA and is
in good standing with the university.”
According to Tiffany Wang, an event
coordinator with A.S., there were 41 nominations for Homecoming, of which 24 students actually applied.

After completing and submitting the
paperwork, which last year’s queen Tanya
Koroyan said was similar to applying for a
job, applicants were called back for an interview with the judges.
The judging panel, which was put together by Wang, was made up of eight
members.
This year’s judges were: Annie Blaylock,
A.S. director of extracurricular affairs,
Brandon Marquez, A.S. director of business affairs, Cathy Busalacchi, a representative from student involvement, Hosna
Omarzad, a representative from the alumni association, Bill McHargue, another representative from the alumni association,
Rocco Fragomeni, a representative from

SEE STUDENTS ON PAGE 2
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Students seek out
study techniques
By Leeta-Rose Ballester
@leetarose
With most midterms underway and finals around the corner, students may be looking for
study strategies and tutoring
sessions to boost their grades.
Writing Center Director Michelle Hager said preparation is
critical to writing a great paper.
“The biggest thing to remember is that writing is a process,” she said. “Start piece by
piece.”
Hager said to create notes
on the assigned topic and write
an outline before moving on to
drafting an introduction.

“Sitting down and trying to
write a 10-page research paper
is when it gets overwhelming,”
she said.
The Writing Center offers
tutoring assistance and workshops as well as online handouts.
“We don’t work off of laptops, only hard copies,” Hager
said. “We emphasize that we offer tutoring — not editing. You
can’t come in and just ask us to
fix it.”
Hager said that the Writing Center is unique because it
offers help to not only undergraduates, but also graduate students working on their theses.
Vaibhav Kishore, a senior ap-

INSIDE

plied math major and Math Lab
monitor, said studying mathematics takes practice.
“The more you do, the more
you learn,” he said. “Theoretically, you think you know a lot
of stuff but you need to solve
them by hand to figure out what
you really know.”
The Math Lab offers tutoring to students taking math
courses in addition to computers equipped with “expensive”
math software that Kishore said
many students can’t afford.
Doris Coto, a junior molecular biology major and peer tutor
in the College of Science Advisory Center, said studying science
requires time and commitment.
“A lot of the sciences are
more conceptual, it is not just
memorization,” she said. “Review your notes on a regular
basis instead of waiting before
a test.”
Jodie Wu, a junior molecular
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biology major and peer tutor in
the College of Science Advisory
Center, said she recommends
students take practice tests seriously.
“Try to finish the practice
test in 30 minutes,” Wu said.
“Then erase it and do it over and
over.”
She said students will know
that they have grasped the material when they are able to
teach it to someone else, which
will reinforce the knowledge.
Coto said the Science Advisory Center offers peer tutoring
for math and science courses,
academic advising and tips on
time management.
Josh Green, a junior religious
studies major, said his biggest
advice for studying is perseverance.
“You have to keep at it,” he
said. “If there are things I’m

SEE EDUCATION ON PAGE 2
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Event: Flames and games
set for homecoming rally
FROM PAGE 1
decide what they are,” Blower said.
She said that in previous years, she has seen
henna booths, carnival games and trivia games.
This year Blower said she thinks that in addition to all of the activities and booths, someone
will host a scavenger hunt and the glass-blowing
class do demonstrations.
According to Watts, there will also be a booth
where students can make things to wear to the
Homecoming game.
In addition to all of the activities at Fire on
the Fountain, free food will be provided by Spartan Catering and various vendors will be giving
away free samples.
Blower said there will also be ongoing perfor-

mances throughout the evening. During the fair,
student groups will perform on stage and then at
8 p.m. the pep rally entertainment will begin.
During the pep rally, this year’s Homecoming
Court will be introduced and the previous year’s
winners will be asked to pass down their crowns
as the new king and queen are announced for the
first time.
Tanya Koroyan, a senior sociology major and
last year’s Homecoming queen, said that she
is excited to hand down the crown to the next
queen and is looking forward to this year’s Fire
on the Fountain.
“There were a lot of great booths last year, it
was a lot of fun,” Koroyan said.
Tanya Mutz is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Tanya Mutz | Spartan Daily
Gianina Canindin, a senior industrial technology major, tries to balance a stack of dice in
order to win a prize at one of the games during Homecoming Week. The fun continues
tonight at Fire on the Fountain on the Tower Lawn.

Employment: Retail stores seek seasonal sales associates
FROM PAGE 1

Basil Sar | Spartan Daily
Shoppers walk past a hiring sign as they exit a Target store at The Plant
shopping center on Monterey Highway.

sales, hiring the most for the upcoming holiday season, including J.C.
Penney, Target, Kohl’s and Macy’s,
according to Kantar Retail’s list of
100 largest retail companies. The list
is based on retail sales from 2012.
Kantar Retail is a consultancy
business.
Other retail stores that are also
hiring for the holidays include: Michael’s Arts and Crafts, World Market, HomeGoods, Old Navy, Sephora,
Home Depot and Best Buy, among
many others.
Non-retail businesses, such as FedEx, are also hiring for the holidays
in anticipation of greater online
shopping sales, which are expected
to increase up to 13 percent this year,
according to Deloitte.
Ken Allison, a FedEx station operations manager, said he anticipates
a busy holiday season with an increased volume of around 20 percent
more than last year, the company’s
busiest in the last five years.
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“In some locations, FedEx will
hire Christmas help,” Allison said.
“With the increase of online shipping with businesses like Amazon,
Walmart and Target, it’s often easier
for customers to shop online and
have FedEx deliver it right to their
door.”
Dianne Nguyen, a nursing alumna, said she does a lot of her Christmas shopping online.
The mother of two said online
shopping is more convenient than
going to a physical store location.
“I just don’t like crowds and having to wait in those long lines during
Christmas season,” Nguyen said. “A
lot of websites will offer free shipping for the holidays, so it’s easier for
me, and I don’t have to pay more for
shopping online.”
Those having trouble finding a
job for the holiday season should
consider going to a career or job fair
and having their resumes looked at
by professionals, like Sanchez said
she did.

Sanchez said she thinks she didn’t
initially receive callbacks from employers because of her resume and
recent termination from her last
job.
“I have solid work history with
retailers, but I’ve also had a lot of jobs
in the last few years,” Sanchez said.
“I think having a stronger resume,
despite not having my degree or
anything yet, would help land me a
job.”
On Tuesday, the Career Center
will hold a Rapid Resume Review
session in room 250 in the Administration Building from 2 p.m. to 2:45
p.m.
Students looking for jobs can also
find career tips and resources using
the Career Center and Spartan Success Portal websites for more information.
“I can honestly say I could try
harder,” Sanchez said. “I’m just hoping for the best.”
Jamie Ramirez is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

Students: Spartans await annual
king and queen announcement
FROM PAGE 1
housing services, Dona Nichols, a faculty representative
and Dan Hackett, a representative from athletics.
During the interview process, each applicant was given
five questions and permitted
one minute to answer each
question.
Some applicants said they
felt that this was enough
time, but others wished they
had more.
Natasha Kraljevski, a senior communication studies
major, said, “I feel like I could
have said a lot more.”
With such a short amount
of time, Koryn Dillard, a junior communications studies
major, said she felt as if the
judges may not have gotten
to know her as well as they
could have.
Bassett said there were
so many applicants that

the panel had to interview
two people at a time instead of one as previously
planned.
However, Bassett said she
did appreciate having another person in the room with
her during the interview process because it gave her time
to think.
Unlike in high school,
the students do not vote directly on which candidate
they want to be Homecoming queen or king. Instead,
the students are represented
by one vote on the panel, the
student involvement representative.
Watts said a reason why
a panel of judges is used instead of a student vote is because “with 32,000 students
here it would be really hard
for a student that isn’t ... well
known on campus to run and
get voted or even win.”

One of last year’s Homecoming court members, Emerald Green, said, “I do think
students should vote so that
they can feel somewhat responsible for placing people
on court.”
Tanya Mutz is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.
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Education: Stressed
students find services
FROM PAGE 1
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stuck on, I go over it again
and again.”
Ashlei McPherson, a junior political science major,
said on-campus study resources don’t work very well
for her.
“Many places on campus
are too cold for me to be comfortable to study,” she said. “I
like to be warm and cozy.”
She said she isn’t sure
what resources on campus
would be most helpful.
“I thought about Peer
Connections and tutoring,”

McPherson said. “I’m not
sure how much that would
help me as a political science
major.”
She said she prefers to do
her writing and studying at
home in the early morning
hours and recommends that
others who have “writer’s
block” do the same.
“Write at 3 a.m. when
you’re too tired to care,”
McPherson said. “Leave that
paper for a day when you go
back and revise it.”
Leeta-Rose Ballester is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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DISPLACEMENT

Student Union construction affects student groups
By Jenny Bennett
@JennyDaily
Construction on the original Student Union is affecting student organizations
seeking to hold meetings in
the building.
Catherine Busalacchi, executive director of Student
Union Inc., said “every single
club organization has been
affected by (construction).”
She said students can still
reserve space, but Student
Union Inc. now works with
academic scheduling to find
the organizations alternative
meeting space in classroom
buildings.
Danielle Miller, a senior
political science major and
president of Black Student
Union, said getting a room
has been difficult.
At the first club meeting of the semester, Miller
said there were 30 students
standing in the hallway
because the room in Dudley Moorhead Hall that the
club was assigned was too
small.
“I guess they had our
numbers wrong,” Miller said.
“They thought we only had
about 40 members – we have
almost double that – so we had
to change rooms. It was a very
big hassle.”
She said that this semester
the club has 85 members and
now meets in a larger classroom in Moorhead Hall.
Miller said this is the first
semester the club is meet-

ing outside of the Student
Union.
Jonathan Nakagawa, a
junior health science major
and president of the Bowling Club, stated in an email
that the club now practices at
Fourth Street Bowl.
He stated that the club
used to practice at the bowl-

ing center in the Student
Union.
The bowling center closed
on May 21 to begin a remodel
and retrofit, according to the
Student Union webpage.
“We were given discounts
on games there, and it was a
convenient location for a lot
of our members,” Nakagawa

stated. “We are anticipating
the day it reopens.”
Miller said one of the challenges of meeting in a classroom is that it feels like a class
to club members.
“If you had a long day you
don’t want to go to class ... we
kind of have to push people
more to come,” she said.

She said it was hard to explain to Black Student Union
members why the club could
no longer meet in the Student
Union.
“Meetings are being
booked on a weekly basis,”
she said. “So they said that we
could still do that – but the
availability wouldn’t be the

Jenny Bennett | Spartan Daily
Students walk by the Student Union construction facing the northeast side of campus on Wednesday.

same – so I could go in and try
to book a meeting one week
and I’ll get it, and then the
next time I might not.”
She said organizations
with meetings that take place
regularly are the ones that are
now meeting outside of the
Student Union.
Miller said she feels that
some clubs have better classrooms for their meetings.
“Even with our bigger
room,” she said, “the capacity
of that room is only 60 people,
and that’s including desks
and chairs, so (it) is very tight
.... and it’s really hot, and you
have no air conditioning.”
Miller said between 50
and 60 members attend each
meeting, which may be because of the tight space.
“I think a lot of people
have a bad perception of our
meetings, like there’s just too
many people and their opinion can’t be heard,” she said.
“So I think it has affected us.
We try to ... work on it, but we
can’t really do much about
it.”
Miller said she hopes the
club is able to have a better
meeting space next semester.
“We sign up on Nov. 6 and
it goes in priority of just orgs
who get there first, so we’ll see
that battle when we get there,”
she said. “Hopefully we’ll be
able to get a better room, (a)
bigger room, without desks,
maybe tables and chairs, like
in BBC.”
Jenny Bennett is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.
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THIS DAY IN HISTORY

From the Spartan Daily archives: Big fish, big games

Steve Capovilla | Spartan Daily Archives
(Top) Visitors of the newly opened Monterey Bay Aquarium watch fish swim around Giant California Coastal
Kelp in the three-story high, 335,000 gallon Kelp Forest Tank. (Bottom Left) Visitors observe life -size models
of grey whales looming from ceilings of the Marine Mammal exhibit. (Bottom Right) Docent Lynn Rambackt
shows an invertebrate to mixed reviews.

Also featured in the
Oct. 24, 1984 issue
of the Spartan Daily

Democratic candidate visits campus: Democratic vice presidential candidate Geraldine
Ferraro brought her party’s campaign to SJSU.
Ferraro supporter, late Sen. Edward Kennedy,
restated the slogan of his brother John F. Kennedy, “Ask what you could do for your country,”
to students.

Did you know?
On Oct. 25, 1999 the Spartan Daily reported a power failure at Spartan Stadium that resulted in postponement of the
SJSU Homecoming game against
Southern Methodist University.
The power failure came from a
blown transformer in the north
end zone. A second explosion
from the transformer caused sixto eight-foot flames to emerge.

“There were three loud
pops — they sounded
like gun shots ... then
the tree caught on fire
immediately after.”
— Kristen Foster, SJSU junior in 1999

Advertisements display new technologies and cheap auto repair: A Volkswagen
special included: tune up, adjusted valves, compression check, set timing, adjusted carburetor,
oil check, lubrication, adjusted brakes, brake
fluid, transmission and battery fluid-add for
$25.

Students suit up for Halloween: The SJSU
Theatre Arts Department hosted a Halloween
rummage sale. The department had hundreds of
costumes available including a bear outfit, Roman slave suits, Dracula dresses, Chinese smoking jackets, Western Airlines jackets and Peter
Pan outfits, tights not included.
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Amusement park turns into terrifyingly fun nightmare
By Jeff Gonzalez
@JeffVGonzalez

CGA offered shows as well,
such as, Culture Pop, a comedy show that put an undead
The sun went down
twist to celebrity culture, and
and all the monsters came
Blades of Horror, an ice skatout to play at California’s
ing show that featured two
Great America (CGA).
contestants from America’s
The Santa Clara amuseGot Talent.
ment park was turned into
Culture Pop was a satirical
a giant, after-hours hauntapproach to famous personed theme park called Halalities that featured imperloween Haunt, where acsonations of everyone from
tors in horrifying monster
President Obama to Paula
costumes and petrifying
Deen.
mazes scared guests who
When an Amanda Bynes
were in on the fun.
impersonator came on stage
This is CGA’s sixth Halrambling with a bong in her
loween Haunt, which haphand, a lot of people realpens every year close to the
ized the hosts weren’t joking
time of Halloween, said
when they said the show was
Roger Ross, CGA’s public
for mature audiences and
relations manager.
some concerned parents hurIt began this year on
ried their children out of the
Sept. 27 and runs until Oct.
show.
27, Ross said.
It was suggested that kids
“Halloween comes a
be 13 and older to go to the
month ahead of time these
Halloween Haunt night event,
days,” Ross said. “Even
Ross said.
stores start bringing out
“Clearly the parents make
Basil Sar | Spartan Daily
their costumes and deco- Halloween Haunt actors sit in front of a crowd as they prepare to scare Great America patrons Saturday night.
the decision,” Ross said.
rations earlier and earlier.”
“We just don’t want anyone
The event kicked off at 7 p.m., shortly afThe hanging threads and lingering fog
“It was pretty damn scary,” he said of caught off guard. Halloween Haunt is not
ter the sun had set.
from the smoke machines shrouded visibili- the haunted manor. “It was made worse trick-or-treating at Planet Snoopy.”
Smoke shot out from fog machines be- ty so much that the ghoul pirates could hide by the fact that my lady kept grabbing
Jeff Galon, a 43-year-old Santa
neath the Blood Drums stage, organs blared right in front people without them noticing my right arm real tight every time she got Clara resident, said that while the park
haunting music, strobe lights flashed and until it was too late.
scared.”
was packed with people, the waits for the
parents hugged their children.
“It wasn’t that scary,” she said after havhaunted mazes usually only took 20-25
The Overlord, an impossibly tall and ing spent the previous 10 minutes of her life
minutes.
ominous demon-man who was in charge screaming with terror.
He said that Haunted Halloween was the
of all the evil in the park, stood high
She admitted she had become a little parmost full he had ever seen CGA.
above the crowd in front of the Columbia anoid, thinking that every trashcan or large
“I come here all the time,” he said. “And
Carousel ride as he announced the start of object was hiding something.
this was worse than the 4th of July weekend,
the event.
According to Ross, there were more than
or even Disneyland.”
“Behold, it is I the Overlord,” he bellowed 400 monsters employed to run around the
He said the most horrifying aspect of
to the audience below him. “Look into my park and scare people.
the night was trying to find parking with so
face and know true terror! Tonight, Great
There were 15-25 people doing makeup
many cars being “bottlenecked” by a single
America is my realm.”
for all the actors ready to be monsters, Ross
entrance to the park.
One child cried on his father’s shoul- said.
“That’s the real horror,” he said. “If you
ders as he watched the Overlord deliver his
“It’s pretty impressive to see them work,”
can put up with that, you can put up with
speech.
he said. “The actors take on identities and
any scary thing in here.”
play along all night.”
Every maze had its own theme and each
Jeff Gonzalez is a Spartan Daily staff
Some of them pop out and scare guests, one had its own bone-chilling personality.
writer.
while others were supposed to follow guests
menacingly as they walked around, according to Ross.
“The characters have a lot of fun,” Ross
said. “The actors are in a role, much like as if
they were in a play.”
Along with random monsters and scare
zones around the park, CGA had eight
haunted mazes to offer, two more than last
year, Ross said.
I usually think things like haunted
houses and mazes are hokey, but Halloween
Cobwebs and tombstones littered almost Haunt was far from my expectations.
every part of the usually pristine and cleanThe corn maze was so ominous, the
cut park.
photographer with me decided it was too
The speakers of the park blasted eerie or- scary to go through and sent me in by mygan melodies and sinister voiceovers to set self.
the bone-chilling atmosphere.
Walking alone through Cornstalkers,
The zoom of the rides underscored the the haunted corn maze constructed in the
night as the screams of the people on the area beneath The Grizzly, was probably
rollercoasters blended in with the people the closest I’ll ever get to being in a horror
screaming about the terror on the ground.
movie.
Ubiquitous fog machines turned the
Walls made of hay bales surrounded
night air into a haunting mist that hid me and guided me through a path infested
the evil waiting for people as they walked with abandoned cars, rusted old-timey gas
through the dark.
pumps and living scarecrows from hell.
Killer clowns, zombies, ghosts and
Around every corner of the pathway
monsters from every corner of your worst there was some beast or a pumpkin-headed
nightmares ran rampant across the amuse- monster waiting for you to make a wrong
ment park frightening the young and old turn into a dead end.
alike.
There was no way of knowing which
“Please don’t! Please don’t!” screamed a bales of hay were hiding a scarecrow or from
young girl as she ran past me and away from where the next butcher farmer would pop
a demonic clown woman doing a fantastic out.
job of scaring paying customers.
It almost felt like I was walking through
*
Before I could even start to laugh at her the backyard of the house from “The Texas
for being scared of an actor in a mask, a Chainsaw Massacre.”
banshee-monster-thing popped out at me
My only protection from the fear and
from the darkness, frightening me so badly, paranoia was hoping that the scarecrows
 Free Rewards Checking;
Santa Clara County
my stomach dropped like a brick as he slid would scare the lady in front of me first.
No minimum balance or
Federal
Credit Union
right past me on the ground with waxed
The other haunted mazes were just as
Direct
Deposit
requirement.
kneepads.
terrifying.
City Centre Branch & ATM
 Free Online and Mobile Banking
That’s when I realized I wasn’t immune
Madame Marie’s Massacre Manor was a
140 E. San Fernando Street
to the horror of Halloween Haunt.
19th century themed haunted house full of
 Free, unlimited ATM use at
San Jose, CA 95112
Everything about Halloween Haunt was, ghost butlers and undead housemaids.
CO-OP
network,
7-Eleven
Stores
to some degree, terrifying.
Bodies hanging on meat hooks, human
(408) 282-0700
and County Federal ATM Locations.
Parts of the park were turned into haunt- brains adorned fine china and the deteriowww.sccfcu.org
ed mazes and “scare zones” where any pe- rated walls were decorated with haunting
 Free Car Buying Service
destrian was fair game for a monster or photographs that hid monsters before they
http://sccfcu.org/mobile
and Auto Loans.
ghoul to scare them out of their wits.
sprung forth.
www.facebook.com/SCCFCU
Lauren Harry, a 13-year-old San Jose resInanimate objects and props would turn
 Free Financial Education Seminars.
ident, couldn’t walk 50 feet without some out to be well-hidden actors that would wait
 Multiple Branch Locations, many
terrifying creature popping out from be- for just the right moment to bang two metal
conveniently open on Saturdays!
hind a trashcan or dark corner and making objects together to make a sudden and thun*Redeemable only at the City Centre Branch
her scream with fright.
derous boom.
She walked through Dead Man’s Cove,
Edward Scurry, a 40-year-old Santa Clara
a small bridge with an overhang that was resident, was screaming and jumping the
…It’s About
turned into a pirate themed “scare zone,” to whole way through the maze.
get to the other side of the park.
“Ladies first!” Scurry screamed as he
Building Relationships
Dead Man’s Cove was crawling with hid- tried to get his friend to walk in front of him
For Life
eous pirates with boils and fresh scars on so she could take the brunt of the impendtheir faces just waiting for their next victim. ing frights.

My only protection
from the fear and
paranoia was
hoping that the
scarecrow would
scare the ladyy in
front of me first.
rst.

There was no way
of knowing
kn
which
bales of hay were
hiding a scarecrow
or from where the
next butcher farmer
arm
me
would pop out..
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‘American Horror
Story’ ups the ante
for Jessica Lange
By Yvonne Villarreal
McClatchy Tribune
LOS ANGELES — Jessica Lange
sees an end in sight.
Shrinking into her all-black
ensemble in a cold Beverly Hills
hotel room, the 64-year-old actress fidgets with her sleeves as she
talks about her version of a fiveyear plan.
“I am coming to the end
of acting,” she says with sureness. “I have a list: another stage
production, maybe one or two
more movies, one more season of
“American Horror Story” ... and
then that is it for me. Because I
think that’s enough. I want to go
out with a bang ... or should I say,
a scare?”
If her remaining future
roles are anything like her starring role in FX’s dark anthology
“American Horror Story,” the
audience will be the one to go out
with a whimper. A very frightened
whimper and lots of it.
Lange, whose four-decade career includes such cinematic hallmarks as “Tootsie” and “Blue Sky,”
has become an unexpected star of
horror on the network’s hit
series, which racked up 17 Emmy
nominations this year and drew
5.5 million viewers in the thirdseason premiere of its latest installment, “Coven,” earlier this
month.
“It reenergized me; it reenergized my career,” says Lange, who
took home an Emmy, a Golden
Globe and a SAG award in 2012
with her first-season portrayal
of meddling neighbor Constance

Langdon. “There’s no
shame in recognizing
that. It’s exposed me to
a whole new generation,
which is a little strange.
I’m not used to young
people thinking I’m
cool.”
Oh, how they do.
Lange spooked audiences with her first season character, a poisonous cupcake maker and
master
manipulator
with a Southern drawl.
She followed it up
in the show’s second
season with her tormented portrayal of
Sister Jude Martin,
the stern head nun
with a tortured past
running a mental
institution. Now, in the third
season, her scene-stealing performance as the all-powerful witch
Fiona Goode has earned her the
unofficial title of the grand dame
of “American Horror Story.”
“There are certain people who
just pull focus no matter who
they’re on-screen with,” says
“American Horror Story” cocreator Brad Falchuk. “She is one
of those people. She has an
incredible intensity and incredible fragility. She, on the one
hand, scares the hell out of you,
and on the other hand, has you
falling in love with her. It’s hard
not to be compelled by her.”
Lange’s risky foray came about
thanks to considerable prodding,
primarily from the show’s cocreator Ryan Murphy, who had

reached out to her by telephone in
2011.
“The power of seduction got
me here,” she says. “He just
charmed me. I don’t watch TV ...
I had never seen ‘Glee’ or ‘Nip/
Tuck.’ I knew of him by reputation.
And the truth of the matter is, I
just thought, ‘Wow, nobody has
done that song and dance for me
in a long time.’ I liked being
wanted.”
Lange’s road to terror was
paved two years earlier by HBO’s
“Grey Gardens,” a telefilm about
the lives of socialite wannabes
Edith Bouvier Beale / “Little
Edie” (Drew Barrymore) and
her mother, Edith Ewing Bouvier / “Big Edie” (Lange). Lange’s
unflinching take on the unkempt,
gray-haired woman who makes
a home amid piles of rotting

Michele K. Short | MCT
Jessica Lange stars in “American Horror Story: Coven” on FX.
garbage and cat feces had critics of Blanche DuBois in “A Streetcar
buzzing and people talking.
Named Desire.”
“It brought back the thrill
Sarah Paulson, another “Horof acting,” she says. “It was the ror Story” vet, admires her
perfect storm. It’s all the tired ability to drop into mental illstuff everybody says ... age work- ness. Paulson recalls a scene
ing against you, films that made from “American Horror Story:
your career not being made any- Asylum,” in which Sister Jude
more. But also, I really needed a becomes unraveled as Paulson’s
distraction in my life; I was still character Lana is released from
getting used to the idea of my the mental institution.
kids leaving the nest. I thought it
“I remember just staring at her
was a good time to go out on a limb and thinking, ‘I was just talking
because horror is not my thing.”
to her on the way to the set and
But madness, heartbreak now she’s muttering to herself.’
and despair seem to be. Many of And it was so simple, not overLange’s most memorable per- wrought. But it was so damn
formances are rooted in dark- powerful. Nobody plays more
ness .... whether for a big-screen things at once than that lady.
portrayal of Frances Farmer, an There is more going on in one
actress who went into a physi- line with Jessica than another
cal and emotional tailspin in the actor can get across in an entire
‘40s, or a stage and TV depiction season.”

REVIEW

‘Concussion’ ain’t about football, sisters
By Roger Moore
McClatchy Tribune
Erotic, but about more
than the sex; droll, but
about more than witty
lines and cutting observations by and about bored

suburban moms — “Concussion” is a most promising
first feature from writerdirector Stacie Passon.
It’s well-acted, sometimes poignant and occasionally laugh-out-loud
funny. Passon’s little do-

mestic melodrama about
the demands of motherhood, the dullness of upscale suburbia with its
Pilates-hot yoga-ladies who
lunch, hangs on what could
have been just a gimmick
but isn’t.

Earn your nursing degree in 12 months
and stay close to home

So don’t call it “Desperate Lesbian Housewives.”
We meet Abby (Robin Weigert), 42, covered
in blood, racing to the
hospital and cursing the
rambunctious son who
whacked her in the head
with a ball. The damage is
probably superficial. But
you never know, so there
are tests.
That blow to the head
might have shaken up Abby’s world. Is she content
to gossip, jog, do exercise
classes and listen to the
blah-blah-blah chatter of
women whose horizons
are as limited as hers?
Her wife (Julie Fain Lawrence) is older and has lost
interest in sex. And Abbey
isn’t inclined to suffer all
this in silence.
She’s a decorator who
buys, fixes up and flips
lofts in ‘the city” (Manhattan). And she tells Justin
(Johnathan Tchaikovsky),
her young contractor, everything.
Abbey confesses that
she just visited a hooker,

and it didn’t work. Justin
sets her up with “The Girl,”
a mysterious madam who
arranges a better quality of
gay prostitute.
One thing leads to another, and very quickly,
the mother of two, who
throws fabulous dinner
parties where gay and
straight neighbors meet
and mingle without a hint
of awkwardness, is working
for “The Girl,” with Justin
as their go-between.
“You’d be my ... what?”
she asks him, coyly.
“Let’s ... not ... go there.
I’m just the guy who sets
things up.”
Abbey soon finds herself
screening and then having
a paid tumble with awkward young women looking
for an older-woman experience, or lonely, sex-starved
women closer to her own
age _ who come to her unfinished loft for an assignation, and maybe a little
judgment about her decorating choices.
Meetings with “The Girl”
(Emily Kinney, a stitch)
are both all business and
hilarious.
Meetings with clients

have a hint of the absurd
in them. Abbey hands an
overweight, inexperienced
girl books on diet and
sex. “’The Essential Gandhi.’ It’s an excellent book
for weight loss.”
Of course there are
consequences,
predictable enough. And a gorgeous neighbor (Maggie
Siff) threatens the whole
notion of anonymous,
consequence-free fooling
around.
Passon doesn’t do much
with her title metaphor,
doesn’t make much of
those Abby neglects with
her new side career. Hot
sex scenes? Sure, a few. And
some of the downside of
the trade is suggested. The
whole “bored so I became
a hooker” thing is a little
played out, even with the
lesbian twist.
But “Concussion” deserves more of an audience
than just the film festival
circuit. And it’s not just an
introduction to a writerdirector with talent, but
to a slew of underemployed and superb actresses, and the hunky
Tchaikovsky.

Accelerated Bachelor of Science in Nursing
at Samuel Merritt University
• Admission offered year round
• Campuses located in Oakland, Sacramento
and San Mateo
• To schedule an academic counseling appointment:
eberdali@samuelmerritt.edu
losoteo@samuelmerritt.edu
aseed@samuelmerritt.edu

Scan QR code
to see Spartan
Daily A&E
content
spartandaily.com/
category/artsent
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SCIENCE

Smithsonian’s ‘bionic man’ features
artificial heart, prototype body parts

Olivier Douliery | MCT
A first-ever walking, talking bionic man stands on display at the
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum in Washington, D.C.,
Friday, Oct. 18. The model is a 6-foot-tall robot built entirely from
bionic body parts and implantable synthetic organs.
By Chad Garland
McClatchy Tribune
WASHINGTON — Frank’s skeleton looks like it was made in a bike
shop, his arms and hands operate on
batteries and a computer program
lets him have an “almost humanlike conversation.”
Frank is a bionic man, built for a
Smithsonian Channel special about
state-of-the-art manmade body
parts gathered from around the
globe.
Bertolt Meyer, host of the documentary, was at the National Air
and Space Museum with Frank on
Thursday to tout the documentary
that will air Sunday on the Smithsonian Channel. Frank will remain on

display at the museum through December, when he will be dismantled
and his parts returned to the organizations that donated them for the
project.
But the SynCardia temporary
Total Artificial Heart that pumps
plastic blood through his plastic
veins was made in Tucson, Ariz.,
and it is the only one of Frank’s internal organs that is more than a
prototype.
“All the other bits that we see
here, like the artificial pancreas
here, the first prototype of an artificial kidney, spleen and lung —
they’re all still prototypes and still
have a very long way to go,” said
Meyer. “Whereas the heart is already being used in patients.”

Michael Garippa, chief executive
officer of Tucson-based SynCardia
Systems Inc., which manufactured
Frank’s heart, said the opportunity
to work with the Smithsonian was
“too good to say no to.”
“I think this was a real honor for us and a great chance for
technology that’s largely been
kept under a rock to get a lot
of extra attention,” Garippa
said.
Meyer, a social psychologist at
the University of Zurich in Switzerland, said the documentary was
“first and foremost an educational
project,” meant to show viewers the
latest developments in the field. But
it was also an education for him.
“I was absolutely stunned,” he
said of the progress in prosthetics
and artificial body parts.
Meyer, who was born without
the lower part of his left arm and
uses a prosthetic himself, said he
hopes the program will also spark
a conversation about what continuing development in this area could
mean for society.
“What if an artificial heart can
buy us more lifespan — what will a
society like that look like?” Meyer
asked. “These (questions) kind of
alter the ethical implications of
thistechnology.”
While some of the developments
may seem like science fiction, much
of it is closer to science fact, said Dr.
Daniel Tang, a surgeon at the Virginia Commonwealth University
Medical Center, who is featured in
the documentary.
“Have we gotten to the point
where mechanical pumps can replace a heart transplant?” Tang
asked. “It’s close.”
The Total Artificial Heart is
used to temporarily replace a hu-

man heart for a patient awaiting a
transplant, sometimes for years,
Tang said. Though it has been
around largely in the same form
since 1981, he said, the manmade
heart like that in Frank is a “miracle
of medicine” at a time when there
are not enough human hearts available for transplant.
“The amount of donor hearts
that are available is far overshadowed by the number of people on
the waitlist,” Tang said. “That kind
of discrepancy only continues to
grow.”
The SynCardia heart has been
implanted in about 1,200 patients
worldwide since the 1980s, pumping real blood through real veins
— unlike the plastic blood it pumps
for Frank. Garippa said it is the only
device approved in the U.S., Canada
and the European Union for treatment of heart failure involving both
ventricles.
In the past, patients with the
device had to stay in the hospital
“tethered” to a 500-pound console,
Tang said, driving up costs and limiting how many people could get the
manmade heart. But a relatively
new 13.5-pound portable device
makes is possible for patients to go
home.
Garippa said the portable device
has passed Food and Drug Administration trials and he hopes it will get
full FDA approval in November. If
approved, the new device would reduce costs and hardships associated
with protracted hospital stays, he
said.
The SynCardia heart is also becoming more widely available, with
the number of centers certified to
implant it soon to increase from
nearly 90 to 125 worldwide, a number that Garippa said will ultimately reach about 400.
Tang sees a day when artificial organs may be made of synthetic tissue instead of metal and
plastic.
“It’s an amazing time we’re living in,” Tang said.

The Body
Eclectic
“Frank” is not a complete
person, but he brings together
in one “body” more than
a dozen manmade parts.
In addition to the SynCardia
temporary Total Artificial
Heart, Frank’s parts list
includes:
• Skull implants printed with a
3D printer.
• NeoSpeech software and a
chatbot computer program that
turns text into speech and lets
Frank have “almost human-like
conversation.”
• An artificial lung that filters air
and oxygenate blood.
• An artificial pancreas that
helps regulate blood-sugar in diabetics without insulin injections.
• A blood substitute made of
plastic molecules with an iron
atom at their core that carries oxygen, but does not fully
replace human blood.
• A manmade spleen, still under
development, that filters toxins
from the bloodstream.
• Knees that adjust to different
environments with the help of
gyroscopes, accelerometers and
microprocessors.
• BiOM ankles invented by a
rock-climbing biophysicist and
engineer.
• The Rex exoskeleton that helps
Frank “walk” and may one day
replace wheelchairs.
Distributed by MCT Information Services

TECHNOLOGY

New iPhone 5C has
analysts talking about
possible poor sales
By Chris O’Brien
McClatchy Tribune
Little over a month after its release, analysts
are questioning how well
Apple’s new plastic-encased
smartphone is faring with
consumers.
That scrutiny is being driven by a number of
warning signs that have
raised the prospect that the
5C might be the first new
iPhone to be anything less
than a runaway success.
Retailers have already
been offering discounts on
the phone, and several analysts are alleging that Apple
has told suppliers to cut
back on iPhone 5C parts production. One Verizon Communications executive said
Thursday that the iPhone
5C had “undersold expectations.” And although the
pricier iPhone 5S remains
hard to find, the 5C appears
to be readily available just
about everywhere.
With Apple being Apple
— it keeps sales figures close
to its vest and refuses to
comment on the reports —
no one can be quite sure how
the iPhone 5C is doing.
“The real answer is that
no one outside of Apple really knows,” said Carl Howe,
a Yankee Group analyst.
Although Apple makes
big money selling Macbooks
and iPads, the performance
of the iPhone remains the
closely watched barometer
of the company’s success.

Barclays Research estimates
that the iPhone accounted
for 53 percent of Apple’s revenue for the fiscal year that
ended Sept. 30, compared
with 19 percent for the iPad.
When Apple first revealed the iPhone 5C last
month, it marked a departure from the company’s
usual strategy of releasing
one new iPhone at a time.
On Sept. 10, the company debuted the iPhone 5S
as its new high-end phone,
complete with faster processor, fingerprint scanner
and improved camera. But
it also rolled out the 5C,
which sports a plastic case
and comes in five colors but
is otherwise largely similar
inside to the iPhone 5 that
was released a year ago.
“iPhone 5C is beautifully,
unapologetically plastic,”
Apple design guru Jonathan
Ive gushed in a promotional
video.
Though the plastic case
was expected, the price surprised many analysts. As
rumors spread that Apple
was making a plastic smartphone, analysts assumed
this was the “cheaper”
iPhone they had argued the
company needed to better compete for first-time
buyers of smartphones and
customers in emerging markets.
Instead, the 16-gigabyte
iPhone 5C costs $99 with a
two-year service contract,
about $100 less than the 5S,
but it’s more expensive than

Jane Tyska | MCT
The new iPhone 5c is seen during the release of the new iPhone 5s and 5c at the Apple Store on University Avenue in
Palo Alto, Friday, Sept. 20.
the iPhone 4S, which many
carriers were offering free
with a contract. Without
a contract, the iPhone 5C
costs $549, putting it out of
reach of many consumers
in countries where carriers
don’t subsidize the cost of
the phone.
Typically, the iPhone 5
would have become the midpriced phone, but Apple discontinued it.
Apple’s sales efforts
since then have seemed to
focus on the 5C, which is
the subject of television ads.
Visitors to the Apple.com
website are greeted with a
large display of an iPhone
5C with the slogan “For the
colorful.” The company also
allowed consumers to preorder the 5C, but not the 5S.
The strategy of releasing two new phones seemed
to pay dividends when the
company announced it had
sold 9 million new iPhones

the first weekend, blowing
past all expectations and the
previous record of 5 million,
set a year ago.

website continues to project several weeks to deliver
one. By contrast, the 5C has
remained widely available,

... Retailers have already been
offering discounts on the
phone, and several analysts
are alleging that Apple has told
suppliers to cut back on iPhone
5C parts production ...
But Apple counts a phone
as sold when it’s delivered to
a partner such as Best Buy or
AT&T Wireless. Some analysts estimated that 2 million to 3.5 million of those
9 million iPhones were not
sold to customers that first
weekend and were sitting at
retail stores.
After the first weekend,
the iPhone 5S became hard
to find in stores, and Apple’s

with the website offering to
ship one in 24 hours.
Within a couple of weeks
of its debut, Best Buy and
Wal-Mart were offering discounts on the iPhone 5C.
First, Best Buy announced a promotion that
gave a $50 gift card to customers who bought the
iPhone 5C at a store. That
gift card could be used at
the time of the sale to cut

the price of the iPhone
5C with 16 gigabytes of
memory from $99.99 to
$49.99.
Then Wal-Mart tried
to top that by cutting the
price of the iPhone 5C to
$45 with a two-year contract. Wal-Mart had been
selling the device for
$79.
Best Buy then turned
around and offered a tradein promotion running
this weekend. The store
will give anyone $100 for
his or her old smartphone
that could be used to buy
the iPhone 5C or iPhone
5S.
When asked for comment about sales of the
iPhone 5C, Best Buy spokesman Jon Sandler said he
couldn’t speak for Apple,
but reiterated that the
trade-in promotion, which
runs through Saturday, was
for the 5C and 5S.
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ONLINE SHOPPING

Amazon.com raises minimum order for free shipping
By Jay Greene
McClatchy Tribune
Amazon.com Inc. raised the minimum order
price to get free shipping by $10, to $35, a move
that should reduce its massive shipping costs and
could drive more customers to its Amazon Prime
service.
In a blog post, the company noted the increase was the first change in the free-shipping
offer in more than a decade. An Amazon spokeswoman declined to say what percentage of its or-

ders ship for free using its Super Saver Shipping
offer.
The announcement comes two days before
Amazon releases its quarterly results, when analysts often press for information about company
efforts to boost profits. It also comes just as the
holiday shopping season begins, when Amazon
racks up its biggest sales, but also its biggest shipping expenses.
In 2012, Amazon reported $2.9 billion in
net shipping costs. That’s the difference between its shipping revenues, the amount shop-

pers pay to have items shipped, and its shipping
costs, the amount Amazon pays to ship those
items.
Amazon is also nudging customers toward
its Amazon Prime service with the move. The
$79-a-year service offers free two-day shipping
on more than 15 million items, as well as access
to its Amazon Prime Instant Video services, a
video streaming offering that competes with
Netflix.
In its blog post, Amazon notes that “millions
of Amazon customers have already made the

ENVIRONMENT

Pollution crippling northeastern China
By Jay Greene
McClatchy Tribune
BEIJING — A large swath of northeastern China
has been virtually paralyzed for two days by severe
air pollution that forced airports and schools to
close and drivers to turn on their headlights in the
middle of the day.
The “airpocalypse” was blamed on the start
of the winter heating season Sunday in a region
that still uses coal-powered plants and the burning of fields at the end of the harvest. The lack of
wind and high humidity also contributed to the
severe pollution, meteorologists told the state
media.
In Harbin, a city of 12 million world-famous for
its wintertime ice festival, the smog was so thick
that visibility was reduced to 20 yards. Municipal
bus drivers lost their way in the haze. In one case, a
morning rush hour bus that left at 5:30 wandered
around for three hours before the driver found the
route.
Expressways around the city were closed and
the pedestrians who braved the outdoors mostly
wore face masks.
Other cities that experienced unusually high
pollution, which local media labeled as recordbreaking, included Changchun, capital of Jilin
province, and Shenyang, capital of Liaoning.
The emergency was a stark reminder of the
high costs of China’s breakneck economic development. Beijing occasionally experiences days during which pollution veers into hazardous levels,
but it is rare in the far north of the country.

Doctors warned that residents could experience respiratory symptoms in coming days.
“The impact of air pollution on people will
be gradual. There won’t be a sudden outbreak of
symptoms, but normally three to five days after
the smoggy weather occurs, there is a peak in the
number of people seeing doctors,” Deng Ying, a
doctor at the Second Affiliated Hospital of Harbin
Medical University told China’s New China News
Agency.
Officials said that PM 2.5, the fine particulate
matter that is most destructive to the lungs, was
over 500 micrograms per cubic meter in most of
the city Tuesday and in some downtown locations
reached up to 1,000. A reading over 300 is considered hazardous by the World Health Organization.
Harbin’s daily newspaper said that 2,000
schools, mostly kindergartens, primary and middle schools, had been ordered closed on Monday
and Tuesday. The city of Harbin’s website instructed residents to drive with their headlights on at
reduced speed.
Pedestrians complained they had difficulty
making their way because visibility was so low.
“I’m in Harbin holding your hand, but I can’t
see your face,” wrote one microblogger on the popular Sina.com website.
More hazardous air days are expected in coming weeks as temperatures drop and the heating
is turned on throughout northern China. Beijing
on Tuesday announced emergency measures that
would force schools to close and cars to be restricted to odd-even-day driving based on their license
plates if pollution reaches critical levels.

choice of faster shipping by becoming Amazon
Prime members.”
Having paid that subscription fee, Prime customers often try to justify the expense, ordering
from Amazon more often that non-Prime shoppers.
In a research report, Colin Sebastian, an analyst with Robert W. Baird &
Co., also speculated that Amazon may be
trying to increase the overall “basket” size, since
many shoppers “will purposely hit the $25 level
in order to get free shipping.”

TripGems.com
by Jen Leo | McClatchy Tribune

You can use this website to tap into the experiences of other
travelers. A collection of hidden gems around the world awaits.

Name: TripGems.com
What it does: It’s an online home for storing your memorable travel locations as well as sharing your favorite global
secrets with others.
What’s hot: It’s an easy-to-use tool that encourages users
to share their destination hot spots — whether it’s a great
restaurant, park, museum, bar or other attraction. When
you “add a place,” it lets you search by location and then
asks you to write a short comment about why you like
it. Click on “Popular Places” — such as Amsterdam; Cape
Town, South Africa; New York; or Auckland, New Zealand
— to see how a city looks. As the content grows, I hope it
will add categories for quick links to travel topics such as
hotels, restaurants, etc.
What’s not: It’s a new site, so there weren’t many gems
in U.S. cities I was interested in. From a user perspective, I
needed an easier path to loading photos. You can sign in by
connecting through Facebook (and with an email address),
but I didn’t see a way to add photos quickly with Facebook.
I had to upload them first from my desktop. Ugh.
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GO SPARTANS!

BEAT WYOMING
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Hold On, We’re Coming Home
Saturday Oct. 26, 4 p.m.
Mountain West Conference standings

Mountain Division

West Division

Boise State
Utah State

All
5-2
4-4

Conf
3-1
3-1

Wyoming

4-3

2-1

Colorado State
New Mexico
Air Force

3-4
2-5
1-6

1-1
0-3
0-5

vs

Conf
3-0
2-0
2-1

All
6-0
3-3
4-3

Fresno State
San Diego State
UNLV

2-1

3-3

San Jose State

2-2
0-4

3-4
0-6

Nevada
Hawaii

David Fales was a walk-on at Wyoming in 2011, according to Jimmy Durkin from San Jose Mercury
News. In 2010, Brett Smith verbally committed to SJSU when he was a senior in high school.
10
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1943 passing yards

Brett Smith

David Fales

2100 passing yards
10

Other offensive leaders
Receiving yards
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= 1 Touchdown

Chandler Jones (left)

593

676
Dominic Rufran

Rushing yards

255

542
Shaun Wick (right)

Jason Simpson

It definitely
fuels the fire

- Fales on playing against Wyoming
where he was previously enrolled

Information from Yahoo! and San Jose Mercury News. Infographic by Vince Ei | Spartan Daily
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Staff Report
Today’s cards highlight some of the senior player cards created by Spartan Daily staff members. Although these cards
have appeared in previous issues, in today’s issue, the players’ career statistics
with San Jose State University have been
listed in the right column.
The Spartan Daily would like to recogSenior
Quarterback
6’3’’, 220 lbs
Salinas, Calif.

Career statistics
6,136 passing yards
45 passing TD’s
.68 completion pct.

Senior
Wide Receiver
5’11”, 175 lbs
Los Angeles, Calif.

Career Statistics
237 receptions
3,121 receiving yards
17 receiving TD’s

nize these senior athletes during Homecoming Week. Go Spartans!

Senior
Cornerback
6’0”, 192 lbs
Los Angeles, Calif.

Career Statistics
186 tackles
11 interceptions
19 pass break-ups

Senior
Wide Receiver
5’11”, 174 lbs
Los Angeles, Calif.

Career Statistics
205 receptions
2,407 receiving yards
20 receiving TD’s

Senior
Running Back
6’0”, 207 lbs
Redwood City, Calif.

Career Statistics
89 rushing attempts
345 rushing yards
3 rushing TD’s

QUALITY EDUCATION, A MULTICULTURAL PERSPECTIVE, AND FIRST

COURSE AT NO COST. EARN YOUR TEACHER EDUCATION CREDENTIAL.

5PHFUBIFBEJOUPEBZTIJHIMZDPNQFUJUJWFKPCNBSLFU ZPVOFFEUIFSJHIULOPXMFEHFBOETLJMMTUPXPSLFGGFDUJWFMZXJUIEJWFSTF
QPQVMBUJPOT"U5IF/BUJPOBM)JTQBOJD6OJWFSTJUZ /)6 ZPVDBOHBJOBNVMUJDVMUVSBMQFSTQFDUJWFUIBUGFXVOJWFSTJUJFTPGGFSBOEBO
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COMMENTARY

Grambling State football team
boycotts appalling conditions
By Allison Williams
@All3ybobally
In conditions of deteriorating facilities, a coaching change and staph
infections, the Grambling State
University football team boycotted
and refused to board the buses for
the Oct. 19 game scheduled against
Jackson State.
An article from the NFL website
reported that the boycott resulted in
the cancellation of Saturday’s game
and a $20,000 fine for the school.
The Associated Press reported
that as of Monday, the team’s players decided to take the gridiron after speaking to their former coach,
Doug Williams.
In a letter to the Grambling administration, the football team
cited several ways they felt the administration held them back from
succeeding and meeting their goals.
Rampant mold and mildew in
the athletic complex were among
some of these complaints. The letter said the mold and mildew were
visible on the walls, floors and ceilings and led to a visiting team refusing to go into the locker room at
half -time.
The players claim the weight
room is falling apart and the floor
is pulling up, causing players to trip
during their workouts.
The most troubling amongst
the complaints are the instances of
staph infections. In the letter, the
players request better detergent for
their uniforms.
According to WebMD, the infection usually begins with a small cut
that is then infected by the staphylococcus bacteria.
The infection can range from
a boil to antibiotic-resistant infections to flesh-eating infections.
Grambling State, founded by
the North Louisiana Colored Agricultural Relief Association, was

opened in 1901 as the Colored Industrial and Agricultural School.
According to its website, the school
has 5,277 students.
Grambling State once had an
esteemed football program under
Eddie Robinson. More recently,
former Washington Redskins
quarterback Doug Williams was
the head coach of the team, but was
dismissed after losing the first two
games of the season.

The team’s defensive coordinator,
Dennis Winston, eventually replaced
the interim coach, George Ragsdale.
That’s two coaching changes in a fiveweek span.
The Washington Post reported
that Williams’ release came shortly
after he obtained an $11,000 grant
from outside donors without going
through official channels.
In the letter, players stated that
donations are being rejected by the

school administration because donors want the money to go to a specific cause instead of the school or
athletics department as a whole.
Recently, college football has become the topic of lively conversations
amongst critics and fans. Big name
stars such as Johnny Manziel, quarterback at Texas A&M, made headlines for antics on and off the field.
All of that hoopla seems insignificant when compared to the conditions the Grambling State football
players faced in their locker rooms
and facilities.
Every time the players step into
their locker room, weight room or
put on a uniform their health is put
at risk. In a sport where players are
already at a high risk of injury, it’s

worrisome that it isn’t just on the
field where these players – and their
families – have to worry about safety.
According to ESPN, the Grambling State athletic department had
a $6.8 million budget, but faced a
$335,000 cut this year. The football
program faced a $75,000 decrease.
Conditions such as those at
Grambling State are not the result of
just one cut to the budget. This is evidence of long-term neglect. Mildew
and mold do not appear over night.
Perhaps those budget cuts are to
blame for the transportation issues,
another issue the letter addresses,
but it doesn’t sound like an excuse to
risk your students’ health.
Allison Williams is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Max Faulkner | MCT
Grambling State Head Coach Doug Williams is animated at the end of the first half against Texas Christian at Amon G. Carter Stadium in Fort
Worth, Texas, on Sept. 8, 2012. TCU routed Grambling State, 56-0.
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Injuries flood the NFL in week seven
By Nirmal Patel
@NirmalPatelSJSU
Medical personnel earned their paychecks
throughout the NFL in week seven as they
spent more time on the gridiron than some
highly notable players in the NFL.
The NFL website has reported numerous injuries this week. The list will continue to grow,
but a few injuries were critical and may just end
up costing teams when it comes time for playoffs.
Chicago Bears quarterback Jay Cutler suffered a torn groin muscle in the loss against
the Washington Redskins. Cutler was an integral piece in the Bears high-paced offense.
Reports indicate that Cutler will miss at
least four weeks. Back-up quarterback Josh
McCown will start in his place.
The Bears also suffered a key loss on defense. All-Pro linebacker Lance Briggs will
miss up to six weeks because of small fractures
in his shoulder.

The Bears, who started hot, have officially
cooled off.
St. Louis Rams quarterback Sam Bradford
will remain sidelined for the rest of the season because of a torn ACL, ruining any hopes
of a playoff push for the Rams this year.
Bradford suffered the injury halfway into the
fourth quarter.
The Indianapolis Colts will miss the services of veteran wide receiver Reggie Wayne.
In the game of the week against the Broncos,
Wayne suffered a torn ACL that will have him
miss the rest of the season.
Quarterback Andrew Luck will miss
Wayne, his primary target. With Wayne sidelined, T.Y. Hilton and Darrius Heyward-Bey
will get more looks, and newly acquired running back Trent Richardson should expect
more carries.
Cincinnati Bengals defensive back Leon
Hall went down with an Achilles tendon injury. The Bengals have been developing a young

defense for a couple of years. A blow like this
will certainly hurt the secondary.
Green Bay Packers Pro Bowl tight end Jermichael Finley suffered in the fourth quarter on Sunday and was taken off the field on
a stretcher. X-Rays for significant damage
were negative.
Finley has had problems with health and
consistency this season. With a beat-up receiving core, it’s important for Finley to return as
soon as possible.
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers’ downfall
continued this week by losing second-year
running back Doug Martin. A torn labrum in
Martin’s shoulder will sideline him for what
should be the rest of the season.
Martin’s productivity has been cut dramatically this season, which many consider
a “sophomore slump.” Despite the injury to
Martin and an 0-6 start, the Bucs are proving
highly competitive for the first pick of next
year’s draft.

Harry E. Walker | MCT
Chicago Bears quarterback Jay Cutler (6) lies on the ground grimacing in pain after being sacked by Washington Redskins defensive
end Jarvis Jenkins (99) during the first half at FedEx Field in Landover, MD, Oct. 20.

The quarterback situation in Philadelphia
is unknown. Michael Vick is still recovering
from an ailing hamstring and Nick Foles is recovering from a concussion suffered Sunday
against the Cowboys.
If Vick is not cleared to play by the team
medical staff, and if Foles does not pass the
league’s concussion test, rookie quarterback
Matt Barkley may get his first start. Barkley
made his first NFL appearance in the fourth
quarter against the Cowboys, and threw
three interceptions.

... If injuries like
these continue to
occur every week,
the playoffs will
be completely
ely
unpredictable
ble ...
Houston Texans All-Pro linebacker Brian
Cushing may have suffered the worst injury
from week seven.
Kansas City Chiefs running back Jamaal
Charles dove head-first into Cushing’s knee.
Charles ended up fracturing Cushing’s fibula,
as well as tearing his LCL.
Cushing is undoubtedly done for the year,
a devastating loss for a struggling Texans
team. This is the second consecutive seasonending injury for Cushing, who missed most
of last season with an ACL tear.
In the same game, All-Pro running back
Arian Foster went down with a hamstring
injury, and with starting quarterback Matt
Schaub sidelined still, the Texans backups will
be looking at starting roles for a large part of
this season.
All of these players have been significant
to their team one way or another. Losing these
players for an extended period of time will factor in moving toward the playoffs. If injuries
like these continue to occur every week, the
playoffs will be completely unpredictable.
Nirmal Patel is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Chiefs Hall of Fame quarterback Len Dawson
was in ‘the right spot at the right time’
By Vahe Gregorian
McClatchey Tribune
As he considered where to meet
for a recent chat, Len Dawson
chuckled and suggested that the
conference room named after him
at the Chiefs’ practice facility might
be available.
But it was occupied, as it happened, a source of amusement to
Dawson as he audibled to an alternate room.
Still “Lenny the Cool” after all
these years, 50 of them now in Kansas City, where Dawson, 78, would
be chiseled onto any sports Mount
Rushmore as an original Chief who
led the team to two Super Bowls
and has broadcast their games since
1984.
But even with his legacy entrenched a half century this month
since he quarterbacked his first
home game in Kansas City, what
stood out about our conversation
was how Dawson still marvels at
all the reasons he might never have
been known at all here.
Dawson, of course, was highly
skilled. And he had, and still has, a
tremendous work ethic, and thus
made plenty of his own luck.
Just the same . . .
“You would never have heard of
my name,” he said, “if it hadn’t have
been for Lamar Hunt hiring Hank
Stram.”
For starters, even that move was
improbable.
The colorful and innovative
Stram, who had been an assistant
college coach at Miami, Fla., when
he was hired by Hunt to coach the
then-Dallas Texans in 1960, was at
best third on Hunt’s list.
Hunt first had tried to hire thenNew York Giants assistant Tom
Landry and Oklahoma coach Bud
Wilkinson.
Then Hunt turned to Stram, who
coincidentally had been an assistant
coach at Southern Methodist for one
year when Hunt was a reserve receiver there. But they evidently only
had met once, in the locker room after a Mustangs win in 1956.
And Hunt really only considered
Stram after a nudge from friend Bob
Wilkes on their flight back from
Norman after saying he “didn’t have
a clue” where to turn now, according
to Michael MacCambridge’s biography, “Lamar Hunt: A Life In Sports.”
Yet Stram’s hiring was just one Xfactor in the equation when it came
to Dawson’s arrival here . . . or anywhere in the NFL, for that matter.
Dawson’s pre-existing relationship with Stram also was vital, and it
was a dynamic that also had unlikely
roots.

Out of high school in Alliance,
Ohio, Dawson had been wooed by,
among others, Notre Dame, Ohio
State and Purdue, where Stram was
an assistant coach who recruited
him.
It came down to the latter two
schools.
And Dawson in 1953 chose
Purdue . . . despite the fact that the
Woody Hayes-coached Buckeyes
were his sentimental favorite and a
rising power that would win the na-

... You would
never have
heard of my
name if it
hadn’t have
been for
Lamar Hunt
hiring Hank
Stram ....

Len Dawson
Dawso

former professional
quarterback
tional championship in 1954.
Why? Well, Purdue was a passing
team.
And Ohio State?
“I asked (Hayes) to explain how
the Split-T works,” Dawson said,
smiling as he recounted his discussion with Hayes. “And he said, ‘Well,
you get under center, and you have
three backs back (behind you), two
halfbacks and a fullback.’
“And he said, ‘You get your hands
under center, and you take the snap
from the center and you step into
the line of scrimmage.’
“Now, he got my attention when
he said ‘into the line of scrimmage.’
What do you mean into the line of
scrimmage?
“’Well, we’re going to have you
continue down the line of scrimmage. Because the back is going to
come diving through, and you either hand off to him, or you fake it
to him and continue down the line
of scrimmage and we’re going to option off the defensive end.’
“’What do you mean option off
the defensive end?’
“’Well, if he comes for you, you
pitch it back to the trailing halfback.
And if he goes for the halfback, then
you keep it and you run.’
“And I got to thinking my health
is going to be in the hands of some
big defensive end determining
whose head he’s going to take off. I

knew it was going to be mine. So that
ended any thoughts whatsoever of
me going to Ohio State.”
Still, this was the one-platoon era,
and the 6-foot, perhaps 175-pound
Dawson had to play defensive back
even at Purdue.
“Guess I was a free safety,” he
joked. “They didn’t ask me to line up
on anybody.”
But Dawson, whose college career
began in 1954 with him throwing
four touchdowns against Missouri,
had the fortune never to suffer a
football injury serious enough to require an operation.
Stram perhaps helped save him
from that fate at Ohio State.
And he was instrumental in preventing it later.
One season in Kansas City, Dawson banged up his knee against the
then-Boston Patriots and could
hardly move.
After seeing a specialist, it was
determined he’d need an operation.
Dawson got as far as being on the
operating table and being administered an anesthetic.
“Start counting down from 10,
you get to about eight, and that’s
about it,” he said. “When I woke up,
my wife was there, and I said, ‘How
did the operation go?’ She said, ‘You
didn’t have one.””
“’What do you mean I didn’t
have one?”’
She answered, “Hank has another doctor he wants to have a look at
you.”
Ultimately, therapy trumped
surgery. Dawson missed five games
but not the most meaningful ones:
That was the 1969 season, when
the Chiefs went on to beat Minnesota, 23-7, in the Super Bowl. Dawson
was chosen Most Valuable Player of
the game.
But let’s go back a step.
The very fact that Dawson became a Chief, not to mention that
he was given a chance to play, simply
would not have happened if not for
Stram and another chance meeting
with him.
After the 1961 season, Dawson
was languishing with the Cleveland
Browns after three years of being
overlooked in Pittsburgh. He had
thrown 45 passes in five NFL seasons.
It was getting close to a time
when he might have to think about
making one of the offseason jobs he
had, such as selling life insurance,
his livelihood.
Then Stram came to a coaches’
convention in Pittsburgh, where
Dawson still lived.
“How things happen,” Dawson
said, smiling. “He became the head
coach in this new league. I had lunch

with him, and he could see I wasn’t
too happy. . . .
“He basically said, ‘If you ever get
free, let me know. I’d love to have
you on my team.”’
Soon, Dawson decided he would
make himself free. He went to Cleveland coach Paul Brown and asked to
be put on waivers. Brown happily
complied.
“When you ask the coach to put
you on waivers, and he says, ‘Oh,
fine,’ yeah, I was off the radar,” Dawson said, laughing. “And in those
days, the assistant coaches (around
the league) took a month off, so they
didn’t know about it. So I passed
waivers.
“I talked to guys (later) who said,
‘If we’d have known, we’d have tried
you out.’ I told them, ‘I’m glad you
didn’t. I hope you enjoyed your vacation.”’
But it was slow going even when
Dawson was reunited with Stram in
1962. Dawson’s skills had eroded.
His release was slower, and he might
find himself tripping over his own
feet.
“(Stram) could see when I got
there, ‘Whoa, what happened to this
guy?’ I got rusty,” said Dawson, recalling that he had heard that Hunt

... When you
ask the coach
to put you on
waivers, and
he says ‘Oh,
fine,’ yeah, I
was off the
radar ...

Len Dawson

former professional
quarterback
scoffed when he saw him practice.
“Lamar and his brothers . . . (were) no
different than the players. The players (in their minds) cut guys, too.
“They don’t get to (actually) cut
them, but . . . I think that they had
me on the road back to wherever I
wanted to go.”
It started to come together,
though, and Dawson won the starting job. But it wasn’t until the 1962
opener, against Boston, that he
started having fresh faith in himself.
In a third-and-long situation,
Dawson remembered completing a
play-action pass across the middle
for a first down.

“I thought, ‘Hey, I can do this,’ because that was a big play,” he said. “I
hadn’t had any big plays.”
You know the rest. The Texans
went on to win the 1962 AFL title
with a 20-17 double overtime victory over the Houston Oilers.
Months later, they stepped away
from a fruitless battle with the Dallas Cowboys and moved to Kansas
City.
That transition north helped solidify the AFL — which Brown had
predicted would crumble — and the
Chiefs cemented their status all the
more by beating the Vikings to give
the upstart league a second straight
Super Bowl title.
Along the way, the broadcasting
career also presented itself . . . while
Dawson still was playing. It started
in 1966, when KMBC (Ch. 9) was
seeking to boost its sagging ratings.
This, too, was a turn of fortune
for Dawson.
Not that he hadn’t had any
broadcast experience . . .
“Of course: I had been interviewed a couple of times,” he said,
with what seems a perpetually
amused expression, adding, “The
first year that I did it we went to the
Super Bowl. So nobody said anything about the quarterback being
on television.
“The next year I don’t think we
made the playoffs, and they said,
‘Well, the quarterback spends too
much time on television.’ I said, ‘Let
me explain a couple of things. First
of all, I don’t produce it. I (only) present it.
“And at least you know where I
am at 10 o’clock at night.”
And you still know where he is:
with the Chiefs every Sunday and
still working at Channel 9 three days
a week, even as he has been contending with shingles in his right leg the
last few months.
At one point, he required a walker to get around. He’s still moving
gingerly.
“It’s not very pleasant, but I feel
much better now,” he said. “Let’s see:
I’ve had (heart) bypass surgery and
prostate cancer surgery. I thought,
‘Why would the shingles bother me
now? I’ve already been through all
those other things.’ “
Yet those are only blips in the life
of a man who made his own way but
had some indulgences of fate on his
side, too.
“I just happened to be at the right
spot at the right time to get an opportunity,” said Dawson. With that,
he invoked the fortune that must
come with being “the seventh son
of a seventh son.” It’s a genealogical
distinction he makes frequently.
“Makes good copy, I think.”

FOOTBALL

Conference call: Breakthrough victory for Vols
By Blair Kerkhoff
McClatchey Tribune

Big 12
RISING: Last year, Oklahoma State shuffled
quarterbacks because of injury. This year, it’s
performance. Clint Chelf replaced J.W. Walsh,
who helped the offense get moving in a 24-10
victory over TCU. The Cowboys also switched
running backs, going with freshman Rennie
Childs, whose fourth-quarter touchdown run
sealed the outcome.
FALLING: By one point, Iowa State suffered its most lopsided loss in school history,
71-7 at Baylor. The previous record was 77-14
at Nebraska in 1997. The Cyclones couldn’t
generate enough offense to keep the Bears off
the field, and coach Paul Rhoads replaced quarterback Sam Richardson with Grant Rohach.
Southeastern
RISING: Tennessee came close to a breakthrough victory two weeks ago over Georgia.
The Vols finished the job this time, knocking
off South Carolina 23-21 on Michael Palardy’s
19-yard field goal at the gun. The Vols got into
field-goal range on a terrific 39-yard reception
by freshman Marquez North.
FALLING: Georgia all but took itself out of
the SEC title race with a 31-27 loss at Vanderbilt, a
game in which the Bulldogs surrendered a 27-14
lead entering the fourth quarter. Georgia quar-

terback Aaron Murray because the SEC’s career
total-offense leader, passing Tim Tebow, but he
couldn’t keep the Bulldogs from falling to 4-3.
Atlantic Coast
RISING: Don’t look now, but Duke is 5-2,
and it happened in a bizarre way. The Blue Devils fell behind Virginia 22-0 at Charlottesville.
But Duke’s defense dominated the second half,
holding the Cavaliers to five straight threeand-outs, and the Devils now are one victory
away from bowl eligibility.
FALLING: Thanks for playing, Clemson.
Here are some consolation prizes. The Tigers
fumbled on their first play of the game, and
it never got better in a brutal 51-14 home loss
to Florida State. The freshman quarterback
outplayed the senior as the Seminoles’ Jameis
Winston displayed poise, and the Tigers’ Tajh
Boyd was a disaster.
Big ten
RISING: Michigan State played another defensive beauty, blanking Purdue 14-0. But the
Spartans, who top the Legends Division with
a 3-0 record, have to find some offense as the
teeth of their schedule approaches. Michigan
State came up with 294 yards of total offense,
and one of its touchdowns came on Denicos Allen’s 45-yard fumble return.
FALLING: The wheels have come off for
Northwestern. Two weeks ago, the Wildcats

had a fourth-quarter lead on Ohio State. But
that loss started a three-game skid, including Saturday’s 20-17 home loss to Minnesota.
Northwestern was without quarterback Kain
Kolter and running back Venric Mark, who
were injured in last week’s loss to Wisconsin.
Pac-12
RISING: How, exactly, did Oregon State
lose its opener to Eastern Washington? Beavers quarterback Sean Mannion had another
big game with 481 yards and four touchdowns
as Oregon State won at California 49-17 for the
Beavers’ sixth straight triumph. Look for Mannion, who leads the nation with 427 passing
yards per game, to start climbing on Heisman
watch lists.
FALLING: Oregon made pregame news
with its pink helmets to raise breast-cancer
awareness, and Ducks defensive coordinator
Mike Aliotti made news afterwards, hammering Washington State coach Mike Leach. The
Cougars kept throwing late in a 62-38 defeat.
“That’s total (B.S.) that he threw the ball at
the end of the game like he did, I think it’s low
class.” Cougars quarterback Connor Halliday
set an FBS record with 89 pass attempts. He
completed 58 for 557 yards.
American Athletic
RISING: A funny thing happened on the
way to Louisville’s rout of Central Florida. The

Cardinals led 28-7 midway through the third
quarter on Friday. But Central Florida scored
three touchdowns in fewer than 7 { minutes to
tie it before the end of the quarter, and Blake
Bortles tossed a 2-yard touchdown pass to Jeff
Godfrey with 23 seconds remaining, giving the
Knights a 38-35 victory.
FALLING: Heck of an effort by Houston, but not enough to pull the upset against
Brigham Young. Houston lost the shootout
47-46 for its first loss. BYU quarterback
Taysom Hill passed for 417 yards and rushed
for 128.
Others
RISING: Notre Dame had lost five straight
at home to Southern California. But the streak
is over after a 14-10 slugfest in a matchup of
unranked teams. Quarterback Tommy Rees
passed for two touchdowns, and the Irish
pitched a second-half shutout.
FALLING: Grambling’s proud program is
in disarray. The team chose not to play its game
at Jackson State and forfeited. The players’ list
of grievances was long —busing for long trips,
hazardous conditions like mildew, mold and
leaks in the athletic complex, dirty uniforms
that led to staph infections, paying for their
own Gatorade and the firing of popular coach
Doug Williams. This is the program of legendary coach Eddie Robinson, and a sad chapter in
the school’s history.
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Do you care about Homecoming?
“Yeah, I follow the football team so it’s kind
of important, because I know last year they were doing
pretty well ... I’m excited, hopefully a lot of people turn
out for the football game.”

Hung Huynh, Senior,
Industrial Technology

“I didn’t know it was this weekend ... I think as a
tradition though, it’s very important for just the
morale of the school and it’s just a time to be able
to celebrate our school culture.”

Stephanie Harris, Graduate,
Childhood Development

“I don’t really know what it’s about ... I heard people
posting stuff, but I don’t know. I don’t think my friends
talk about this.”
“No, (be)cause I don’t live anywhere near here. I live
in Santa Cruz and I wish I lived on campus to enjoy
this fun atmosphere.”
Rita Allyn, Senior,
Health Science

Frank Hong, Freshman,
Software Engineering

“Definitely. I think it’s kind of cool because I feel like
all the school does get together for it and it’s like the
one game everyone will go to generally. It’s fun to see
everyone dressed up for it.”

“I think it’s great in terms of getting a lot of the student body to go out (to the football game) and a lot of
the alumni. It’s a very effective way of networking.”
Olivia Sarro, Sophomore,
Psychology

Ariel Jimenez, Senior,
Psychology and Sociology
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OPINION
dents the option of paying for their term papers
online rather than writing
their papers themselves.
Professors catch students
paying for assignments
when they run assignments
through plagiarism-checking resources.
At many universities,
plagiarizing can get students kicked out of school.
Using technology to cheat
could ultimately cost students their degree.
Although some students
think they’re sneaky and can
get away with cheating, it
can catch up with them when
least expected. It’s better to
be safe than sorry.
Technology has also
changed the way students research.
Before Wikipedia, I remember
looking up information in good ol’
encyclopedias and dictionaries.
I remember walking up the tall
bookcase my parents had in the
living room and looking through
the red encyclopedias. If I couldn’t
find the information in the encyclopedias at home, I’d take a trip to

Tools of distraction
in the classroom
It’s hard to walk into
tention spans and rea 21st century college
sort to their laptops if
classroom without seethey get bored during a
ing a splash of technollecture. They’d rather
ogy. Even when professpend time on YouTube
sors prohibit the use of
than listening to a lecsmartphones, laptops
ture about photosyntheand tablets, students
sis in a class of more than
still find a way to be con300 students.
nected to their devices
It’s understandable.
at all times. One of the Follow Samantha Lectures aren’t always
on Twitter
ways technology disintriguing, but students
@sam_mendoza_
advantages students is
have to find ways to
serving as a distraction
make the lecture interfrom learning.
esting. Asking questions to clarify
Students pay more than $3,500 will keep students a lot more foa semester to attend classes at cused than resorting to the InterSJSU, yet they try to spend every net to keep them company.
minute of class time checking their
Another way technology distech products.
advantages students in the classIn a few of my classes, profes- room is by contributing to cheatsors would only allow students in ing. Forget copying off another
the first two rows to use laptops as student’s paper — this generation
a way of keeping students focused of students can easily do a Google
on the lecture. Even though profes- search for answers on their phones
sors are able to monitor students in their laps when professors aren’t
sitting in the front rows, students looking.
have become masters of disguise.
This hinders students’ ability
While they seem interested in to be honest about whether or not
what the professor is lecturing, they applied themselves and studthey’re on Facebook chatting with ied. Technology makes it easier to
friends. It distracts students from cheat because the answers are acretaining information during lec- cessible as long as students don’t
ture.
get caught.
Many students have short atTechnology has also given stu-
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the library and look
through its collection.
Although it took
more time and patience, researching
in books challenged
me to find quality
research. Online databases allow students to quickly find
peer-reviewed articles within a matter
of seconds, yet they
don’t require much
effort from the student.
Another disadvantage of technology in the classroom
is that it can malfunction. When the
battery on a laptop runs out and
students are not sitting in a row accessible to an outlet, their note taking for the day has ended.
It’s doubtful that the students
constantly using their laptops will
have notebook paper in their bags
to count on when their laptop dies.
Even though technology can assist
professors with their lectures, the ef-
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fects it has on students
can hinder their ability to retain knowledge and succeed in
their classes. Professors spend hours perfecting lectures when
students don’t always
pay attention to them.
I find it most effective when professors post lectures
for students to read
prior to lecture and
then have the class
break up into discussion groups to
go over the content.
This requires students to look over
the lectures and apply themselves by
talking about it with their classmates.
In order for students to get the
most out of their college education, it’s important for them to
unglue their eyes from their computer screens and pay attention in
class.
Samantha Mendoza is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

Even though
professors
are able to
monitor
students
sitting in the
front rows,
students
have become
masters
ters of
disguise.
uise

Comic by Samantha Mendoza
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Today’s Crossword Puzzle
Universal Crossword

Announcements
Why call a cab when you can request a ride with
Uber? Text SPARTAN13 to 827222 and enjoy $10
off your first Uber ride. Download the Uber app,
request a ride, and within minutes a car is
curbside. uberX is better, faster, cheaper than a
taxi.

Employment
$$ Sperm Donors Wanted $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and help create families.
Convenient Los Altos location.
Apply online:www.SPERMBANK.com

Housing
SJSU International House
One block to campus.
US & International students.
Safe. Friendly. Homelike.
Intercultural experience.
Wireless Internet access.
Computer lab. Study room.
Well-equipped kitchen
Pianos and game room.
Assigned parking (fee).
One semester contract.
Apply now! 360 S. 11th St. 924-6570 or
http//sjsu.edu/ihouse
PREVIOUS PUZZLE ANSWER

How To

Place your ads ONLINE at
www.Spartandaily.com/advertising
You can also place
classifieds through the
Spartan Daily Ad office.
Call us at 408.924.3270 or
visit us in DBH 209.
Office Hours: 1:30-4:15. P.M.
spartandailyads@sjsumedia.com

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised nor is there
any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist of
paid advertising and offers are not approved or verified by the newspaper. Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for additional information. Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making these further contacts, they should require complete
information before sending money for goods or services. In addition, readers
should carefully investigate all firms offering employment listings or coupons for
discount vacations or merchandise.

ACROSS
1 Communion site
6 Circumference
segment
9 Fruit derived from a
single ovary
14 Positive
thinker
Norman
Vincent
15 “___ Blas”
16 “It’s ___
time!”
17 Jockey
wear
18 Night before
a major
holiday
19 So much,
musically
20 Have
a survivor
story
23 “Open ___
midnight”
24 Frequent
bagel topper
25 Farmer’s
tipcart
27 Flier’s
“classy”
choice
 7HJPÄJMVVK
staple
33 “That turns
my stomach!”
34 Bent an
elbow, so
to speak
36 Payments
to cross a
bridge
39 Went down
a chute
41 Sound a
banjo can
make
43 Ancient
Greek
meeting

spot
44 Oldies
players
46 What some
people
do when
they’re over
65
48 Legendary Bruin
Bobby
49 Acapulco
appetizer
51 Fragrant
legume
plant
53 City silhouette
56 Mama
porker
57 BaltimorePhiladelphia
dir.
58 Joined, as
a party to
a contract
64 Part of
RCMP
66 Geller with
all the mind
Z[\Ɉ
67 Not from
Earth, say
68 Piece of
church land
69 Big racket
70 Dishwasher
cycle
71 “The Sons
of Katie
___” (1965
ÄST
72 Finish
73 Lets stand,
in proofreading
DOWN
1 Chapel
recess
2 Flowery
necklaces
3 Soft mineral
4 Acid
neutralizer

5 Give an
answer
6 Like cheese
or whiskey
7 Tear asunder
8 Athlete’s
shoe part
9 It keeps
^H[LYVɈ
[OLÅVVY
10 “Defending
Liberty,
Pursuing
Justice” org.
11 Pantyhose
type
12 Sweetie pie
13 Circular
coral reef
island
21 Put forth,
HZLɈVY[
22 Boy king
of ancient
Egypt
26 Frat boys,
slangily
27 What
Moses saw
burning
28 Type of
tangelo
29 With a look
not to be
trusted
30 Carpenters’
tools
31 Buttons
alternative
35 Felt in one’s
bones
37 Folk
knowledge
38 “___ Smile”
(Hall and
6H[LZOP[
40 Watch part
42 Ones in a
gaggle
45 Extravagant
pitcher
47 Tall cedars
50 Raggedy
redhead

52 Aglow at
dusk
53 Material that’s
worsted for
wear?
54 Small hill
55 Exercise
by Chopin
59 “___ go
bragh!”
60 Cantaloupe
JHZ[VɈ
61 Baseball
team
minimum
62 Put through
the paces
63 Singles
65 “Honest”
presidential
nickname
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Impact of troublesome BART strike will remain
For the second time in four
months, Bay Area Rapid Transit
went on strike because of failure to
reach agreements on the contract
betwen BART employers and union
workers..
I must admit, I hated that the
strike put the trains out of service,
but I sure am glad everything has
been resolved and that I can rely on
BART to take me to school again.
According to KTVU, approximately 400,000 daily commuters
were relied on BART to get them
across the San Francisco Bay Area.
During the strike, I was one of the
400,000 commuters who could not
take BART because of the strike. All
I used BART for was transportation
to and from school.
It raised a sense of awareness
within me. Is this reality or what?
How am I going to get to school?
Early in the semester, commuting to and from Oakland got hectic
when I decided to drive to school.
The main reason why I gave up on
driving my car was because the parking situation around campus was
completely absurd, and I drive a gas
guzzling HEMI V8.
Eventually, I completely changed
my schedule around and relied on
BART and Valley Transportation
Authority (VTA) to get me to school.
Lo and behold, BART went on
strike and I was screwed.
The approximately 400,000
commuters and I had to deal with
it. BART was nice enough to set up
charter buses for the San Francisco
commuters.
BART only offered charter bus
service to downtown San Francisco.
Unfortunately, that left me completely out of the picture.
Just to beat traffic, I asked friends
who lived in San Jose to carpool with
me and spend the night in Oakland
to avoid dealing with traffic going
back home and coming to school in
the morning.

I noticed that there
efits. BART operators work
were a lot of drivers
long hours sitting down
cheating the carpool lane.
and safely operate trains to
Clearly, the California
allow people like us to get
Highway Patrol did not
where we want to be.
do a good job enforcing
The BART maintethe carpool laws. During a
nance crew works hard at
time like this, it should be
making sure riders like us
super strict about enforcget from point A to point
ing laws.
Follow Nirmal Patel B safely. They deserve
I must have spent two
increased wages and benon Twitter
to three hours in traffic @NirmalPatelSJSU efits more than any other
for what’s really supposed
type of BART employee.
to be a 45-minute commute.
In addition to higher wages for
It is what it is though. I took the employees, BART wanted to add
challenge of coming to SJSU and more safety measures. This may
little things such as this that come be related to the fatal accident that
around will be annoying and diffi- happened on Saturday, killing two
cult to overcome.
BART employees.
Now that the trains are up and
Safety measures are important. I’d
running I can once again spend less rather hear more talks about the safetime in traffic and actually get work ty measures than hear them talking
done on the train as well.
about increasing what’s an already riThe BART strike cost thousands diculously high salary for employees.
of people money. My mom was one
Safety measures influence
of them. My mom works in San ideas that can reduce injury
Francisco for the United Parcel Ser- and fatalities among riders and
vice (UPS). Her job as an air-walker employees.
heavily relied on taking BART.
UPS issues her a Clipper card so
she can get to work and back, however, her position at work requires her
to take BART from the Embarcadero
Station to the Coliseum Station three
times before she finishes her duties.
Because BART decided to strike,
she used her sick days until Tuesday
when the strike ended. Her main
concern was driving in bumper-tobumper traffic.
Just as I was taking VTA back
home last Thursday, I noticed Caltrans workers changing the carpool
sign hours from 5 a.m.-9 a.m. and 3
p.m.-7 p.m. to 5 a.m.-7 p.m.
The BART strike did not only affect me. I see many fellow Spartans
taking BART to get to school.
It’s been a 50-50 type of scenario,
and there are many things to consider regarding this topic.
Yes, BART employees deserve benD
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Many students on campus nowadays spend money on food
and end up throwing away whatever they can’t finish. I agree
that this is essentially throwing away money, but what is the
solution to stop students from wasting food?
It’s good to see food vendors on campus like Just Below donating their food to organizations. Even then, this small act
doesn’t balance out the amount of food waste that Spartan
Shops allocates in one week. On the other hand, I find it great
that Adam Filipp is trying to advocate a “taste on waste” program! This test will filter out unpopular foods, which will lead
to less food waste.
I think Spartan Shops should post an informative flyer that
will make students realize that food waste is a concerning problem at SJSU.
The article “Save the food, save money” stated that food
waste happens because people aren’t aware of their impact on
it, so wouldn’t the solution be creating awareness? The “out of
sight out of mind” concept of thinking is very ignorant, but is
prevalent in today’s society.
I believe posting an eye-catching flyer in the Dining Commons and in the Student Union’s Food Court will remind students to not waste food. Students need to be reminded that
they shouldn’t bite off more they can chew. Hopefully this action will help reduce food waste.
Kristine Vu
In the last 50 years, there’s been a major shift in the meat,
egg and dairy industries from small family farms to giant,
industrialized animal factories. These animal factories pack
thousands or tens of thousands of animals into areas so small

In addition to adding safety
measures, BART wants to add more
bulletproof booths to avoid crimes,
have better lighting in tunnels and
much more.
According to the BART labor
news website, the average salary for
BART workers in 2013 is $79,800
with an average benefits package valued at $50,800 for a total of
$130,300 for the average compensation package.
We the people have contributed
so much money to BART that it’s
becoming a problem. The problem
is that they want more! First they increase fares, then plan on expanding
so they need more funding and now
they want to add a price tag to parking slots.
Where is all the money that
BART is making going toward? More
importantly, why do they want more
when they already have so much?
If there are presumably 400,000
daily riders and round-trip tickets averaging around $5 per ticket,
that’s around $2 million per day.

I feel like the wages and benefits
should be separated based on what
position employees are working. It’s
crazy to see a custodian get paid more
than $60,000 and people who risk
their lives get paid the same amount.
The BART strike will only influence other organizations’ unions to
pay low-position jobs well.
First the BART strike happened,
then the Alameda County (AC) Transit issued it’s 72-hour notice of its
strike as well.
I take AC Transit to get to the
BART station from my home in
Oakland.
If AC Transit decides to strike I
will have to walk to the BART station
early in the morning before sunrise.
In Oakland, that’s pretty scary
because of the city’s crime flow. I’d
rather not take the risk walking with
a $2,000 laptop in my backpack that
has my entire life in it.
I am just thankful to have BART
back in my life.
Nirmal Patel is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

that the animals have little room to move. Pigs, chickens, and
turkeys are kept in massive sheds their whole lives—the first
time they feel sunlight on their backs is when they are loaded
onto a truck bound for the slaughterhouse. Students are taking notice of this horrific cruelty.
Being vegan is more than a personal dietary choice; it is a
commitment to refuse to partake in the violent and exploitative industries that abuse and slaughter billions of animals
each year.
According to a study by food service provider Bon Appétit, the number of college students who identify themselves
as vegetarian has risen by 50 percent since 2005 and the number of vegan students has more than doubled during the same
period. This is because students simply don’t want to support
an industry that slaughters nearly two million animals every
hour and devastates the environment.
From the smallest community colleges to the largest
state schools, vegan options are everywhere nowadays as a
direct result of student pressure. Students ought to be proud
of their schools for recognizing that students want healthy,
humane cuisine and that they are encouraged to work with
Dining Services to continue to improve the diversity of vegan
food on campus. Students interested in adopting a vegan diet
should visit peta2.com for a free vegetarian/vegan starter kit.
Kenneth Montville
College Campaigns Assistant,
peta2.com
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